
What specific physical characteristics 
set your aligners apart from others?

Stream Ligners uses GT-Flex Pro thermoforming plastic, a 
unique formulation of PETG and polyurethane polymers that 
has been tested as optimal in the key areas of clarity (93% light 
transmission), strength (10 times higher than other premier material 
impact results), flexibility (flex modulus < 180k psi), and comfort, 
all with an extremely low water absorption rate (0.14/24 hours). 

What features make your software and/or 
doctor dashboard unique and efficient? 

Stream Ligners’ portal software was developed to be both 
intuitive and easy to navigate. Features include self-registration 
capability; all treatment planning and patient records being 
accessible from one doctor-facing page; and the ability to establish 
master and subaccounts for larger group practices.

Are particular scanners required to 
submit cases? If so, which brands?

Stream Ligners is an open platform and accepts scan data from 
any brand of scanner or device.

Discuss turnaround time, customer service and 
other logistical advantages of your aligners. 

Stream Ligners has a dedicated, human support team that is 
available to answer or troubleshoot user questions. The company 
also offers limited direct access to the clinical team. Average 
turnaround times are 48 hours for treatment plans and 10–14 
business days for aligners.

How does your company work with doctors 
who want to incorporate in-house 3D printing? 

 Stream Ligners offers treatment-planning-only and fabri-
cation-only services for such doctors, and also sells its GT-Flex 
plastic for in-office printing. The company also offers private 
labeling, so product packaging has the doctor’s brand on it. 

Provide average doctor cost per full treatment 
case, and/or volume-based cost tiers. 

The company’s Complete package, for a full treatment case, is 
$949. Its Quick Package allows doctors to pay by individual tray 
at a cost of $25 per aligner. Stream Ligners’ $500 Private Label 
Package option includes plate charges and practice-branded patient 
boxes for a full year.

Company: Smile Stream Solutions
Product line: Stream Ligners
Website: streamligners.com
Phone number: 267-471-1016
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